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Abstract 
 
Viscous fluid dynamical calculations require no-slip boundary conditions.  
Numerical calculations of turbulence, as well as theoretical turbulence closure 
techniques, often depend upon a spectral decomposition of the flow fields.  
However, such calculations have been limited to two-dimensional situations.  
Here we present a method that yields orthogonal decompositions of 
incompressible, three-dimensional flow fields and apply it to periodic cylindrical 
and spherical no-slip boundaries. 
 
PACS numbers: 47.11.Kb, 47.27.er, 91.25.Cw, 52.72.+v 
 
1. Introduction 
 
We  derive orthogonal decompositions of arbitrary incompressible; i.e., solenoidal, three-
dimensional velocity fields satisfying no-slip boundary conditions for periodic cylindrical and 
spherical geometries.  The no-slip condition requires that all components of the velocity field 
vanish at the boundaries. Numerical calculations of fluid turbulence as well as turbulent closures 
depend on such spectral decompositions.  To date, such no-slip viscous calculations have been 
limited to two-dimensional dynamics.    
A progenitor of this analysis is the development of the scalar Chandrasekhar-Reid 
functions (Chandrasekhar and Reid 1957) used by Chandrasekhar and his coworkers to calculate 
no-slip fluid dynamics in a variety of situations, such as Couette flow (Chandrasekhar 1961).  
These functions have been assimilated into a two-dimensional, orthogonal, presumably complete, 
solenoidal vector basis satisfying no-slip boundary conditions for the study of turbulent 
cylindrical flow by Montgomery and his collaborators (Li and Montgomery 1996, Li et al. 1997).  
Our decompositions allow the application of spectral analyses to three-dimensional fluid 
turbulence with no-slip boundary conditions as well as to three-dimensional 
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence.  The latter has application to planetary and stellar 
MHD dynamos and may have relevance to the understanding of transport of quantities such as 
angular momentum in accretion disks around stars and black holes. 
In Sec. 2, we  obtain a three-dimensional basis appropriate for the description of an 
incompressible no-slip flow within a periodic cylinder.  In Sec. 3, we  derive a basis appropriate 
for the description of such a flow within a no-slip spherical boundary.  
The vector fields in these bases are solenoidal; i.e., divergence-free.  Because they are 
divergence-free, they are expressible in terms of curls. Furthermore, the divergence-free property 
implies that they are functions of only two scalar fields.  For each geometry, we  write down two 
classes of vector fields, each dependent on a scalar function.  Requiring that these vector fields 
each vanish at the boundary imposes boundary conditions on the scalar fields.  We then consider 
the inner products of these vector fields. After integrations by parts, we obtain matrix elements of 
a Hermitian operators between the different scalar fields, whose off-diagonal components must 
vanish for our orthogonal field representation.  
Let us represent this Hermitian operator by H0 and the scalar fields by ( )riξ .  Then 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )33 ∗∗ rrrvrv jiji Hrdrd ξξ 0∫∫ =⋅ .  Note that this is always positive for i=j, except for the 
trivial case of a null velocity. We demonstrate here how to find iξ such that ( ) ( )3 ∗ rr ji Hrd ξξ 0∫  
(which equals  by virtue of the operator’s Hermiticity) vanishes for ( ) ( )∗3
.
rr∫ ij Hrd ξξ 0
ji ≠  In our examples, we shall see that we can construct a new Hermitian operator Hc 
such that the equation, 
( ) ( ) 00 =+ rkkc HH ξλ , 
with the required boundary conditions on ( )rkξ , can be solved analytically.  The solutions for 
bounded domains will yield discrete values of the eigenvalue, kλ  By taking the scalar product of 
this equation with a second eigenfunction, ( )rjξ ,  next interchanging k with j and taking the 
complex conjugate, and finally subtracting the results using the Hermitian nature of these 
operators, we obtain 
 ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( ) 00300 =−=+−+ ∗∗∗∗∗ ∫∫ rrrrrr kjkjckkkcj HrdHHHHrd jj ξξλλξλξξλξ , 
 
Since the integral on the right is always positive when j=k, the eigenvalues must all be 
real. For non-degenerate eigenvalues;  i.e., kj λλ ≠  ,   
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0303 =⋅= ∗∗ ∫∫ rvrvrr kjkj rdHrd ξξ , so that the set of the components of the 
associated velocity fields, {vi(r)}, provide a solenoidal, orthogonal basis. Because of 
the Hermitian nature of the operators, we believe the resulting basis to be complete. 
 
2. Periodic cylindrical geometry 
 
2.1. Introduction 
 
In this section, we  develop the spectral decomposition of a solenoidal vector field for describing 
an arbitrary flow within an annulus having two no-slip cylindrical boundaries:  an inner boundary 
at    r = r1 and an outer one at r = r2.  (The no-slip condition means merely that all three 
components of the vector field vanish at the boundaries.)  We  assume a periodic length L in the 
z-direction.  The desired solenoidal vector field is then expressible as a sum of two classes of 
components, which we shall see are themselves mutually orthogonal 
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where is the unit vector along the z-direction.  The wave number satisfies, zˆ Liki /2π= . Each 
value of m and l of v is associated with two scalar potentials, 
, as one would expect for a solenoidal vector field. We  
consider these two components separately. 
)( and )( ,, rcrc nml
n
nmlpnml
n
nmlt Φ∑∑ ψ
 
 We  determine sets of scalar functions, { } { }nmlnml Φandψ , such that the associated 
vectors are orthogonal; i.e., and , for 
 and where the integration domain D is over the annular volume between 
r=r
0)()( 3''',, =⋅∫ ∗
D
lmnt rdnmlt rvrv 0)()(
3
''',,
=⋅∫ ∗
D
lmnp rdnmlp rvrv
',',' llmmnn ≠≠≠
1  and r=r2  along one period, L, in z.  The asterisk denotes complex conjugation. These 
integrals vanish trivially if 'or ' llmm ≠≠ , so that we  assume that both azimuthal and axial 
numbers are equal to m and to l, respectively.  
 
2.2.  Case 1: 0 ≠ml
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and r=r2. Note that we are using the nomenclature to represent the unit radial and 
azimuthal vectors. Our orthogonality condition becomes 
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.  An integration by parts using the vanishing of 'nn ≠ nψ at the boundaries allows this 
orthogonality condition to be expressed as 
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represents the Laplacian operator that operates in the plane normal to the axial direction.  
A set of scalar solutions { })(rjmlψ satisfying (2) may be found by observing the 
Hermitian nature of the operators, ( )222 and ⊥⊥ ∇∇ : 
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The first Hermitian property follows from an integration by parts using the vanishing of the 
solutions at the cylindrical boundaries; the second Hermitian property follows from two 
successive integrations by parts using both the vanishing of the solutions and of their radial 
derivative at the cylindrical boundaries. 
 A set of s'nmlψ that satisfy (2) are the solutions of the fourth-order ordinary differential 
equation 
 
                  ( ) [ ] 0)()()()( 2222222 =+∇∇=∇+∇ ⊥⊥⊥⊥ rrrr nmlnmlnmlnmlnmlnml ψαψψαψ                       (5) 
satisfying the boundary conditions that nmlψ  and its first derivative vanish at both r=r1 
and r=r2.  The discussion in Sec. 1 demonstrates that the eigenvalues, { }2nmlα , are real and 
that the solutions, )( and)( ' rr mlnnml ψψ , associated with two non-degenerate eigenvalues, 
, satisfy (2). The general form of these solution is 22
'
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 where the four constants,  cY,nml,  c+,nml, c-,nml, and nmlα are determined using the four boundary 
conditions.  The functions, Jm and Ym, are the Bessel functions of the first and second kind of 
order m. 
 We next turn to the second class of solutions, those yielding vp,nml(r). Here we wish to 
determine a set of scalar functions, { )(rnmlΦ }, such that the associated vectors are orthogonal; 
i.e., , for 0)()( 3''',, =⋅∫ ∗
D
lmnp rdnmlp rvrv ',',' llmmnn ≠≠≠ .  Again, this integral vanishes 
trivially if , so that we  assume that both azimuthal and axial numbers are equal 
to m and l, respectively.   
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vanishing of vp,nml(r) at the two boundaries requires that ,)(rnmlΦ as well as its first two radial 
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represents the complete Laplacian operator for a state whose azimuthal and axial periodicities are 
contained in the exponential dependence: )](exp[ zkmi l+θ . 
 A set of scalar solutions {  satisfying (7) may be found by first noting the 
Hermitian nature of the operators, 
})(rimlΦ ( ) :and 22222 ⊥⊥ ∇∇∇∇                               
                                           (8) 
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The first Hermitian property follows from two successive integrations by parts using the 
vanishing of the solutions and their radial derivates at the cylindrical boundaries; the second 
Hermitian property follows from three successive integrations by parts using both the vanishing 
of the solutions and of their first and second radial derivatives at the cylindrical boundaries.   
A set of that satisfy (7) are the solutions of the sixth-order ordinary differential 
equation  
s'nmlΦ
   ( ) [ ] 0)()()()( 2222222222 =Φ+Φ∇∇∇=Φ∇∇+Φ∇∇ ⊥⊥⊥⊥ rrrr nmlnmlnmlnmlnmlnml ββ         (9)                  
satisfying the boundary conditions that nmlΦ  as well as its first and second derivatives 
vanish at both r=r1 and r=r2.  Again, the eigenvalues, { }2nmlβ , are real and that the 
solutions, , associated with two non-degenerate eigenvalues, 
, satisfy (7). The general form of these solution is         
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where the six constants,  dY,nml, dI,nml, dK,nml,d+nml, d-,nml and nmlβ are determined using the six 
boundary conditions.  The functions, Im and Km, are the modified Bessel functions of the first and 
second kind of order m. 
 
2.3.  Case II: Translationally symmetric case:  0,0 =≠ lm  
 
The solution for vt(r) clearly remains the same.  However, the derivation of vp (r) needs to be 
modified.  The equation for vp.nm0(r) becomes simply . ( )zrv ˆexp)()( 020, θmirnmnmp Φ−∇= ⊥
We  require that be the solution of  )(0 rnmΦ
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where vanishes at the boundaries, r=r)(0 rnmΦ 1 and r=r2, guaranteeing that vp.nm0(r) satisfies the 
no-slip boundary condition.  The solution of (11) is 
 
                                      ,)()()( 00,00 rYdrJr nmmnmYnmmnm ββ +=Φ                                            (12)        
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where the constant dY,nm0 and the (real) eigenvalue are determined from the vanishing of 2 0nmβ
0nmφ at the two boundaries.  Note that the associated velocity fields satisfy the orthogonality 
condition that for . ( ) ( ) 0,' 0',0,
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2.4.  Case III:  Cylindrically symmetric case: 0,0 ≠= lm  
 
For this case,  
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The second integral is obtained by performing an integration by parts and implementing the no-
slip boundary condition on the ψ ’s.   This orthogonality condition will clearly be satisfied by 
requiring that 
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where drrd ln /)(0ψ vanishes at both r = r1 and r = r2.  The solution of (13) is 
                                     )()()( 000,000 rYcrJr lnlnYlnln ααψ += ,                                              (14) 
where the constant cY,n0l  and the real eigenvalue are determined from the conditions on the 
two boundaries. 
2
0lnα
 For the cylindrically symmetric components of vp, we note that 
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where we have defined ( ) ./)( 0 drrdr lnnl Φ≡χ  The no-slip boundary conditions then requires 
that both nlχ  and its radial derivative vanish at the two boundaries, r = r1 and r = r2.  The 
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where we utilized the vanishing of nχ at the boundaries to obtain the final integral through an 
integration by parts.   
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If we define a Laplacian differential operator, lℵ , by 
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The first condition arises from the vanishing of nlχ  at the cylindrical boundaries, r1 and r2; 
the second follows from the vanishing of both nlχ  and its radial derivative at the two boundaries. 
The solution of (15) is: 
      ( )21221,1,1,1 ;)()()()()( lnlnllnlKlnlInlnlYnlnl krkKdrkIdrYdrJr −≡+++= βγγγχ   .    (16) 
 
The three constants, dY,nl, dI,nl, and dK,nl  and nlγ [which is related to the real eigenvalue, 
according to (16)] are determined from the four boundary conditions; i.e., the vanishing of 
both 
2
nlβ
nlχ and its radial derivative at the two boundaries. 
 
2.5. Case IV: Axially and cylindrically symmetric case: m=0  and l=0 
 
For this case, the solution for vt(r) proceeds exactly as in the case, 0,0 ≠= lm : 
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where the constants, cY,n00 and 00nα , are determined from the no-slip condition that 
drrd /)(n00ψ vanishes at the two boundaries, r = r1 and r = r2. 
 Here the solution for vp(r) proceeds as in the case, 0,0 =≠ lm .  This yields the 
result, 
           
[ ]
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                                   (18) 
where the constants dY,n00 and 00nβ are determined from the vanishing of 00nΦ at the two 
boundaries, which guarantees no-slip. 
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2.6. Orthogonality of the two classes of fields 
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The first integral on the right-hand side vanishes because of the boundary condition on 
ψ . The second integral on the right-hand side vanishes trivially. 
 
3. Spherical geometry 
 
We  now derive an orthogonal expansion basis for solenoidal fields that vanish at the boundaries 
of the spherical shell, 21 ρρρ ≤≤ .  A point will be labeled by its coordinates, ( φθρ ,, ). The 
associated unit vectors are .  As with (1), a general solenoidal vector can be 
expanded in a basis involving two scalar functions for each set of “quantum numbers,” l 
and m: 
φθρ ˆ and,ˆ,ˆ
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where the { }),( φθlmY are the standard spherical harmonics. 
We  first determine the set of scalar functions, ( ){ }ρψ nlm , such that the associated vectors 
are orthogonal; i.e.,  , for 0)()( 3''',, =⋅∫ ∗
s
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21  and ρρρρ == . The orthogonality condition requires that 
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for . The boundary condition on ' and ,',' mmllnn ≠≠≠ ψ eliminates the first integral on the 
right-hand side of this equation.  Using the definition that the Laplacian operating in the surface 
normal to the spherical radius is  
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the last  integral can be rewritten compactly to yield the required orthogonality condition: 
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if .  The orthogonality of the spherical harmonics guarantee that 
latter two conditions will be satisfied.  Observe that if we set 
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whose associated solutions satisfy (21) when the eigenvalues are distinct. The 
solutions of (22), independent of m,  are 
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are the desired functions yielding orthogonal fields, vt,nlm (r). The constants, nlα , and cy,nl 
are determined from the vanishing of nlmψ on the two boundaries, 21  and ρρρρ == . 
 We now  obtain the solutions for vp,nlm (r).  For each l and m value, we must find a set of 
scalar functions, , such that the associated vectors are orthogonal; 
i.e, , for 
( ){ rnlmΦ }
0)()( 3''',, =⋅∫ ∗
D
mlnp rdnlmp rvrv ' and ,',' mmllnn ≠≠≠ .  We note first from (19) that 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ φθρφρθρ
φ
θρρ
θρ ,
sin
ˆˆ
ˆ
22
2
, lmnlmnlmp YΦ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∂∂
∂+∂∂
∂+∇−= ⊥rv ] . Thus the no-slip 
boundary conditions that legislate the vanishing of vp,nml(r) at the boundaries, 
21  and ρρρρ == , are that ( ) ( ) ρρρ dd nlmnlm /and ΦΦ must each vanish at the two boundaries. 
The required condition of orthogonality is that for ' and ,',' mmllnn ≠≠≠ , 
( ) ( )[ ]{ } ( ) ( )[ ]{ }
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]
( )
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ] .0,,
sin
1
,,1,,
ˆ,ˆ,
'''''
22
22
'''''
22
2'''''
223
'''''
3
=
⎭⎬
⎫
∂∂
Φ∂
∂∂
Φ∂+
⎩⎨
⎧
∂∂
Φ∂
∂∂
Φ∂+Φ∇Φ∇=
Φ×∇×∇⋅Φ×∇×∇
∗∗
∗∗
⊥
∗∗
⊥
∗∗
∫
∫
φρ
φθρ
φρ
φθρ
θρ
θρ
φθρ
θρ
φθρ
ρφθρφθρ
ρφθρρφθρ
mlmlnlmnlm
mlmlnlmnlm
mlmlnlmnlm
D
mlmln
D
lmnlm
YY
YYYYrd
YYrd
s
s
                                                                                                                                                      (23) 
We  now do a couple of integrations by parts (or we could equally use well-known vector 
identities) to transform each of these integrals.   
We consider initially the first of the three integrals. We invoke the vanishing of 
the ’s at the boundaries to obtain the vanishing of the transverse divergence integrals: Φ
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]{ }
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]{ }
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]{ }( )
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )[ ].,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
'''''
223
'''''
223
'''''
23
'''''
23
'''''
23
'''''
223
φθρφθρ
φθρφθρ
φθρφθρ
φθρφθρ
φθρφθρ
φθρφθρ
mlmlnlmnlm
D
mlmlnlmnlm
D
mlmlnlmnlm
D
mlmlnlmnlm
D
mlmlnlmnlm
D
mlmlnlmnlm
D
YYrd
YYrd
YYrd
YYrd
YYrd
YYrd
s
s
s
s
s
s
Φ∇Φ=
Φ∇Φ+
Φ∇∇⋅Φ⋅∇−=
Φ∇∇⋅Φ∇−
Φ∇Φ∇⋅∇=
Φ∇Φ∇
⊥
∗∗
⊥
∗∗
⊥⊥
∗∗
⊥
⊥⊥
∗∗
⊥
⊥
∗∗
⊥⊥
⊥
∗∗
⊥
∫
∫
∫
∫
∫
∫
rr
rr
rr
  
 The second of the integrals on the right-hand side of (23) also may be transformed 
by performing two integrations by parts and again using the vanishing of the Φ ’s at the 
boundaries: 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .,sin,
,sin,
,,sin
,,sin
,,sin
,1,1sin
''
22
'''
2
''
2
'''
2
0
2
0
''
2
'''
2
0
2
0
2
0
''
2
'''
2
0
2
0
'''''
0
0
'''''
2
0
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
∫
∫∫ ∫
∫∫ ∫
∫ ∫∫
∫ ∫∫
∫ ∫ ∫
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
∂
∂
∂
∂ΦΦ=
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
∂
∂
∂
∂ΦΦ+
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
∂
∂ΦΦ∂
∂−=
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
∂
∂Φ
∂
∂Φ−
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
∂
∂Φ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
∂
∂Φ∂
∂=
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
∂
∂Φ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
∂
∂Φ
∗∗
∗∗
∗∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗∗
sD
mlmln
lmnlm
mlmln
lmnlm
mlmln
lmnlm
mlmlnlm
nlm
mlmlnlm
nlm
mlmlnlmnlm
Y
d
dY
Y
d
dYddd
Y
d
dYddd
Y
d
dYddd
Y
d
dYddd
Y
d
dY
d
dddd
θ
φθθθρρ
ρφθρ
θ
φθθθρ
ρφθρρφθ
θ
φθ
ρ
ρφθθρθρφθ
θ
φθ
ρ
ρ
θ
φθρρφθθ
θ
φθ
ρ
ρ
θ
φθρρρφθθ
θ
φθ
ρ
ρ
ρθ
φθ
ρ
ρ
ρρρφθθ
ρ
ρ
π π
ρ
ρ
π π
π ρ
ρ
π
π ρ
ρ
π
π π ρ
ρ
 
 The third integral on the right-hand side can be similarly transformed: 
( )
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )[ ] .,
sin
1,
,,
sin
1
22
'''''
4
22
3
'''''
22
22
3
φρ
φθρ
θρφθρ
φρ
φθρ
φρ
φθρ
θρ
∂∂
Φ∂Φ=
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
∂∂
Φ∂
∂∂
Φ∂
∗∗
∗∗
∫
∫
mlmln
lmnlm
D
mlmlnlmnlm
D
YYrd
YYrd
s
s  
 
 
 
Thus (23) can be expressed more concisely as 
( ) ( )[ ]{ } ( ) ( )[ ]{ }
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )φθρρφθρ
ρφθρρφθρ
,,
ˆ,ˆ,
'''''2
2
223
'''''
3
mlmlnlmnlm
D
mlmln
D
lmnlm
YYrd
YYrd
s
s
Φ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂+∇∇Φ=
Φ×∇×∇⋅Φ×∇×∇
⊥⊥
∗∗
∗∗
∫
∫
 
We now define  
 ( ) ( ) .ρχρρ nlmnlm ≡Φ  
Then,  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),,1,, 2222
2
22 φθρχρφθρχρφθρρ lmnlmlmnlmlmnlm Y
llYY ∇+−=∇∇=Φ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂+∇∇ ⊥⊥⊥  
where the  is the complete three-dimensional Laplacian in spherical coordinates. As a 
result, we note that 
2∇
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( ) ( )[ ]{ } ( ) ( )[ ]{ }
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] .,,1
,,
'''''
23
'''''
3
φθρχφθρχ
φθρφθρ
mlmlnlmnlm
D
mlmln
D
lmnlm
YYrdll
YYrd
s
s
∇+−=
Φ×∇×∇⋅Φ×∇×∇
∗∗
∗∗
∫
∫
 
 Since we wish this integral to vanish when 'and,',' mmllnn ≠≠≠ , and since it already 
vanishes if either of the last two conditions are met, we can set the condition for the χ ’s 
(for l > 0) that 
( ) ( )ρχρρρρρρχρρ
ρ
ρ
lmnnlm
lld '2
2
2
2 11)(
2
1
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ +−⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂
∂
∂∗∫  must vanish for 'nn ≠ . 
We now define the operator  
( )
2
2
2
2 11~
ρρρρρ
+−⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂
∂
∂≡∇ ll  and note that the boundary conditions imply that the 
χ ’s and their radial derivatives vanish at 21 and ρρρρ == .  The Hermiticity of 2~∇  and ( )22~∇ follows immediately: 
 
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) .)(~)(~)(
,)(~)(~)(
22
'
2
'
222
2
'
2
'
22
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
ρχρχρρρχρχρρ
ρχρχρρρχρχρρ
ρ
ρ
ρ
ρ
ρ
ρ
ρ
ρ
∗∗
∗∗
∇=∇
∇=∇
∫∫
∫∫
nlmlmnlmnnlm
nlmlmnlmnnlm
dd
dd
 
As we have seen, such Hermitian conditions guarantee that the solutions of 
 ( ) ( ) 0~~ 222 =+∇∇ ρχβ nlml  
satisfy the desired orthogonality condition.  Since ( ) ( )ρχρρ nlmnlm =Φ , we obtain finally 
that ( ) [ ] lllllllyllnlm ddydj −−++ +++=Φ ρρρβρβρρ ,1,, )()( , where the four constants, dy,l , 
d+,l,  d-,l , and lβ are determined by  imposing the four boundary conditions that the Φ ’s 
and their radial derivatives must vanish at both 21 and ρρρρ == . 
 One readily can verify that again the two classes of fields are themselves 
orthogonal; i.e, ( ) ( ) .0'''3 =⋅∗∫ rvrv mlp,nt,nlm
D
rd   We convert this integral as follows: 
( ) ( )
( )[ ] [ ]{ } ( ) [ ],ˆ)(ˆˆ)(ˆ '''23'''3
'''
3
ρρψρρψ rrrr
rvrv
mlnnlm
D
lmnnlm
D
mlp,nt,nlm
D
rdrd
rd
Φ∇×∇⋅−Φ×∇×∇×⋅∇=
⋅
∗∗
∗
∫∫
∫
 
where we have set ).,()()(and),()()( φθρψψφθρ lmnlmnlmlmnlmnlm YY ≡Φ≡Φ rr  The first 
integral on the right-hand side vanishes because of the vanishing of nlmψ  at the boundary.  The 
second integral on the right-hand side vanishes trivially. 
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4. Graphical Results 
We now  present some interesting graphical results for vp.  For the case of the cylinder having a 
radius of 1/2, Fig. 1 presents an example of the radial structure for the three components of this 
vector for the case: k=2/3, m=3 at θ =z=0.  The number of nodes is governed by the eigenvalue.  
Here we have chosen the eigenvalue, 43.334=β . The radial, azimuthal, and axial components 
are depicted in Figs. 1(a,b,c), respectively.  Note the curious structure of  in Fig. 1b. θ,pv
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 r
-60
-40
-20
20
40
vp,r a
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 r
-10
-7.5
-5
-2.5
2.5
5
vp,Θ b
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 r
-20000
20000
40000
vp,z c
 
 
Figure 1 
 
For the case of a sphere of unit radius, we present in Fig. 2(a,b,c) the three components of vp 
for the case: l=3, m=2; namely, respectively.  The radial structure of  v,,, vvv ,,, φθρ ppp p is 
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.0,1 == φshown at θ   The number of nodes is again governed by the eigenvalue.  Here we 
have chosen the eigenvalue, 094.31=β .  
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Figure 2 
                                     
The ratio of the relative magnitudes of the components of each of these vectors at these high 
radial wave numbers is also noteworthy.  Since these vectors are unnormalized, the actual 
magnitudes have no significance. 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
We have shown how to derive sets of orthogonal, solenoidal basis vectors that vanish on specified 
boundaries and have obtained these sets for both a periodic cylindrical boundary (including an 
cylindrical periodic annulus) and for a spherical boundary (including a spherical shell). We 
believe these sets of basis vectors provide a complete set for the expansion of an arbitrary 
solenoidal vector all of whose components vanish on the boundary. Our belief stems from the fact 
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that they arise from solutions of differential equations that are self-adjoint; i.e., Hermitian, by 
construction. This method can be applied also to obtain the analogous basis for a slab geometry in 
which the vectors vanish on two infinite parallel planes. 
 
We should emphasize that our construction is not necessarily unique.  Merely as an 
example, note that in the second of the two equations of (8), the operator ( )222 ⊥∇∇ could be 
replaced by .  This yields a different differential equation that also provides orthogonal 
solutions, which however are not quite as elegant as those of (10).  
( )32⊥∇
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Figure Captions 
 
1. An example of a solenoidal velocity field satisfying no-slip boundary conditions within a 
cylinder of radius 1/2. The axial wave number, k, is 2/3; the azimuthal mode number, m, is 3.  
The radial profiles are presented at .0== zθ The eigenvalue chosen is .43.334=β   Figs. 1a, 
1b, and 1c, depict respectively the radial structures of .  zpprp ,,,  and,, vvv θ
 
2. An example of a solenoidal velocity field satisfying no-slip boundary conditions within a 
sphere of unit radius. The values of l and m for this case are 3 and 2, respectively. 
The radial profiles are presented at .0,1 == φθ The eigenvalue chosen is 094.31=β .  Figs. 
2a, 2b, and 2c, depict respectively the radial structures of . φθρ ,,,  and,, ppp vvv
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